Emergency Rental Equipment Checklist

- Do you have a fuel source for your generators and pumps?
- Do you have an adequate and storm safe staging area for all pumps, generators, generators and equipment?
- Have you organized an emergency response team?
- Have you pre-planned a chart system with a map to manage equipment locations (generators, pumps, lighting, message boards)
- Ensure the Emergency Response Team has Hertz contact information
- Do your towing vehicles have the proper hitches to move equipment?
- Do you have an account set up with a rental Hertz Equipment Rental?
- Do you have an electrician on staff or contract to hook generators into the building?
- Have you pre-planned the scope and size of generators and pumps with HERC?
- Have you researched the FEMA 404 Hazardous Mitigation to program on applying for Grant money on standby rental or purchase of generators?
- Have you ensured equipment starts, gets fueled and is staged in storm safe locations?
- Are all roads safe for travel for Hertz Equipment Rental to deliver equipment?
- After staging the pumps and generators at desired locations areas, does the fuel source have access to refills 24/7?
- If the disaster lasts for more than 10 days do you need to schedule service with Hertz?
- Do you have the proper earthmoving equipment in place to clean up debris from roads such as dump trucks, loaders, and backhoes?
- If you lose landline or cellular communication do you have back up radios on hand to communicate with Hertz Equipment Rental?
- Upon request would you like to have HERC present at your emergency command center to manage equipment inventories for distribution.
- Do you have a contract in place with Hertz Equipment Rental?
- If you lose total power do you have temporary lighting and message signs for your buildings and roadways?
- Do you have forklifts on hand to take on incoming deliveries of food and water?
- Do you have enough trucks and vans on hand to move personnel responding to emergencies?
- Do you own enough chainsaws to handle trees and limbs?
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